
OFFICIAL REGULATION 

The official regulation of organizing and development of “H3RO – Aquathlon  National Cup 2019” 

20th of September, Mamaia, Constanta 

 

Section 1. The organization team and the official regulation of the competition 

“H3RO – Aquathlon National Cup 2019” named in following communications “Competition” is organized 

by Sportive Club Association Smart Atletic and serves as purpose the promotion of triathlon as mass 

sport and healthy lifestyle.  

The participants of the Competition are obliged to respect the terms and conditions of this Official 

Regulation of the Competition. (named in following communications as “The Official Regulation”). 

The Official Regulation is made and posted publicly accordingly to Romanian legislation, being available 

to anybody and everybody on the official website of the Competition, at the following link: 

http://h3ro.org/regulation/  and also by request at the place of the Competition. 

The Competition it will be organized accordingly to the Regulations of the Romanian Triathlon 

Federation, the participants must respect and subscribed to the Federation’s rules, except the articles 

superimposed articles by this Official Regulation. 

The Romanian Triathlon Federation’s Regulation can be read at the following link: 
http://frtri.ro/regulamente/ 

By participating at this Competition, the participants are agreeing to follow and respect all the terms and 

conditions that come along in the Official Regulation and the valid legislation and to sign the self-

declaration made and offered by the Organizing Team at the moment of the subscription, in 

digital/online or written format, at moment of the validation. 

 

Section 2. The period and the perimeter of the Competition 

2.1. The date and place of the Competition: 

The amateur’s competition will take place on Friday, 20th of September 2019, in Mamaia, in front of Rex 

Hotel ( the route of the Competition is marked on the official map that you can find on the 

Competition’s website.) accordantly with the schedule of the Competition from the “SCHEDULE” page of 

the H3RO’s website. 

The Competition it will take place accordantly to the rules of It, as is written in the Official Regulation , 

section 3. 

 

Section 3. Mechanism of the Competition 
3.1 The Participants and the progress of the Competition 
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This Competition is addressed to every swimming and running passionate, every person witch health 
allows to participate to the Competition’s races. 
Minimum age allowed is 9 yrs.  
 
3.2 The Distance of the race 
 
The Participants will have to cover the distances depending on the age range. The distances for every 
race and category are detailed in the chapter “Categories and Distances”. 
 
3.3 The route and sequence of the races 
 
The sequence of the races: For the H3RO competition SWIMMING-RUNNING.  
The route of the Competition’s races is described on the official website www.h3ro.org. 
 
The participants whom do not respect the official route or have the attempt of cheating it or shorten it 
in any way/kind, will be disqualified.  
 
The official route with the complete map will be available on the official website of the Aquathlon’s 
competition: http://h3ro.org/en/aquatlon/  
 
The access for the spectators/ supporters / family/ friends in the Competition’s area ( the route, the 
transition area &co.) during the Competition’s hours is strictly forbidden. Exception is made during the 
specific schedule regarding the deposit/pick up of the equipment in the transition area. 
 
3.4 Subscription 
 
The subscription of the participants is made by signing the online form on the official website 
www.h3ro.org accordingly to the period and limits detailed in the subscription page. 
 
 
 3.5. Fees  

The Competition’s fees are available on the subscription page on the official website www.h3ro.org. 

 The participation fee must be paid in maximum 3 working days from the application day. 

Contrary the subscription will be canceled. 

 The subscription is not transmissible, the fee is not either refundable or transmissible.  

 There is only one exception when injury/ emergency that can be proven by the participant 

happen. In this case the subscription can be transmitted to another person, by the extra cost of 

30 lei.  

Nota bene: Every participant must have the FRTRI license, available 1 day (the Competition’s day, or a 

yearly license, this can be paid online here: the link to be confirmed.  

 

3.6 .  Personal statement 
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All the participants must compile and sign a personal statement that attests they are able medically to 

participate at the Competition.  

For the under 18 participants that are part of this Competition, one of the parents/legal tutors must give 

their permission and agreement by signing this personal statement for the medical ability of their 

participation.  

Is forbitten to participate at the Competition if you have on you alcohol or drugs. The participants that 

are under influence of alcohol or drugs influence, or hold guns of any type, have explosive or 

inflammable materials, substances that are tear irritants, that have paralysis effect, who possesses   
electric shock gadgets or any other objects that can be used in violent scenarios or circumstances that 

can disturb the well being and development of the Competition are not allowed at the Competition. 

 

The people that will not take in consideration the mentioned rules will be escorted from the 

Competition’s perimeter, in need, with the local authorities support.  

 

The day and hours when the personal statements can have to be presented is shown on the official 

website of The Competition: www.h3ro.org.  

 

3.7. Equipment and Race conditions. Race Numbers. 

 

The competitors will participate at the competition using their own equipment. Is recommended for the 

participants to wear equipment accordingly to the weather and temperature conditions of the race 

timing.  

The Competition’s race numbers, swimming cap and timing chip will be provided by the organizing team 

and will be handed to the participants after compiling and handing the personal statement.  

Is mandatory during the Swim course of the Competition to use the official swimming cap. 

The race number will be worn with an elastic and it must be placed in the chest/abdomen area for the 

Running course so it can be visible. It can not be cracked, deteriorated or covered for no way. 

 

3.8. Start hours 

The start hours are described on the official website of the Competition: www.h3ro.org/schedule , 

depending the number of participants, the hours can be modified and updated.  
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Also, the time and the schedule of the Competition can suffer modifications, each one of it will be 

communicated by the organizing team on the official site (max one day before the event) and thru the 

audio system, if there are any changings during the day of the event.  

 

3.9. The results 

The ranking for each category is made accordingly to the arrival at the finish line of each participant. 

There will be drawn up a ranking for each race, feminine and masculine categories.  

For the validation of the podium, the organizing team can ask for a copy of the birth certificate of the 

winner, or any other official document that can attest the date of birth of the participant. The 

impossibility or refuse of showing the valid ID can bring the disqualification of the participant.  

The list of the categories is detailed on the official website of the categories right HERE. 

 

3.10. Referees, technical delegates ad Commission of referees. 

The team of the officials technical and commissionaire delegated to the race (course referees) is 

selected by the Technical Delegate of the Romanian Triathlon Federation and will cover the hole area of 

the Competition – Swim course + Run Course. The officials will overwatch the rules, regulation following 

and the course following of the participants. 

Any deviation of the rules, regulation or course of the Competition will be penalized by the Official 

Technical Delegates thru warning, penalty or disqualification, accordingly to the gravity of the deviation. 

If the Course Commissionaire will notice a “cut deviation” of the course, the participant in fault will be 

disqualified.  

 

3.10.1. The referees Commission  

The Referees Commission is responsible with the solution of all appeals made by the participants, or 

participants’ tutor. The officials there are part of the Referees Commission it will be announced at the 

Technical Meeting  held before the Competition’s start.  

 

3.10.2. The appeal – the file and solution of it. 

The appeals will be filed in the official desk/tent of the event, where will be also available the appeal’s 

form. Those must be filed personally by the athlete right after the finish of the race.  

The analysis and solution of the appeal will be processed by the Referee’s Commission.  
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SECTION 4. THE AWARDS. 

4.1. The awards 

Will be awarded the open category, 1st-2nd-3rd place for women’s and men’s categories, where also will 

be awarded the title of National Champion as following:  

AQUATHLON  
MEN WOMEN 

400 LEI 400 LEI 

300 LEI 300 LEI 

200 LEI 200 LEI 

  

 

The value of the money prize it has tax included that will be paid by the organizer in the first, the rest of  

it will be transferred to the winner. In 10 days after the race, the winners must send a copy of their ID 

and the personal bank account in order to received the prize money.  If the winner didn’t send the 

mentioned details accordingly to the requested period of time, the organizer is no longer responsible of 

sending the prize money. In maximum 30 working days after the end of the Competition, the organizer 

will send by bank transfer the prize money to the winner.  

Wil be also awarded the 1st-2nd-3rd places of the age category. 

The awards will be announced before the start of the Competition, on the official website of it.  Beside 

the mentioned awards, the winners will receive a medal, award cup and a digital diploma that can be 

downloaded from the official site in 10 working days after the end of the Competition. Every participant 

at the Competition will receive a digital diploma  that can be downloaded from the official site in 10 

working days after the end of the Competition. Also, every participants will receive a finisher medal and 

a T-shirt. Every athlete part of the race will be  timed  with electronic chip.  

 

SECTION 5. ADMINISTRATIVE CONDITIONS 

5.1. Administrative conditions during the races 

The organizing of the Competition is “Asociatia Club Sportiv Smart Atletic Team” witch is responsible 

with implementing  of the event. The Participants that chose to quit the race during the race are kindly 

asked to announce it right after it in the Start/Finish area to announce the Referee in charge of his 

action.  

The competition will provide professional medical assistance in case of injury in the Start/Finish area.  

5.2. Exceptional administrative conditions 

In extraordinary situations which threatens  the development of the Competition in safety condition (as 

extreme weather conditions) that can not be prevented , the Competition  will be delayed or canceled.  

 



In case of delay or cancelation of the event, the subscription taxes are not refundable, in case of 

cancelation of the Competition, the participants will received the whole participant’s kit.  

 

5.3. General administrative conditions 

Accordingly to the law, the Organizers of the Competition will make public the names of the winners and 

the won awards for the Competition.  The results will be published after 23rd of September 2019 on the 

official website.  

The Organizers oblige themselves also to respect the Law nr. 677/2001 regarding the data protection.  

In conclusion, the Organizers commit to keep confidential the personal data pf the participants of the 

Competition, and to use it accordingly to this Official Regulation and the personal statement made by 

the Participants.  

The participants are not allowed to throw the rests and  garbage in the Competition’s area. The penalty 

will be disqualification from the Competition. The participants can use the bins from the parc or the 

ones from the Start/Finish area provided by the Organizers. The organizers will ensure that at the ending 

of the Competition the rests and garbage will be deposited in special arranged areas .  

 

Is forbidden to participate at the Competition if you have on you alcohol or drugs. The participants that 

are under influence of alcohol or drugs influence, or hold guns of any type, have explosive or 

inflammable materials, substances that are tear irritants, that have paralysis effect, who possesses   
electric shock gadgets or any other objects that can be used in violent scenarios or circumstances that 

can disturb the well being and development of the Competition are not allowed at the Competition. 

The people that will not take in consideration the mentioned rules will be escorted from the 

Competition’s perimeter, in need, with the local authorities support.  

The Organizers have the right to change the Competition’s Regulation until the beginning of the 

Competition, only by announcing the changes on the official website, and at the place of the 

Competition.  

 

Event approved by the Romanian Triathlon Federation 

President,  

Klosz Peter 

 



 

 

 

 


